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Abstract: At the very early stage of idea generation, allegedly, a master 
craftsperson encounters cognitive dissonance to maintain beliefs/mindsets from 
various conceptual stimuli. We aim to capture the underlying form of cognition 
by examining the structure of thoughts collected from the subjective 
conceptualisation. A think-aloud protocol was employed to obtain verbalised 
thoughts of both Indonesian and UK master craftsmen. The keywords of 
verbalised thoughts were evaluated and extracted using a list of typical 
mindsets. The evaluated keywords were then analysed by means of a 
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conceptual network to reproduce a model of the individual’s mental state. This 
study discovered that Indonesian master craftsmen’s conceptualisation is 
greatly influenced by the strong typical mindsets of object-attribute that 
emphasise rationale and mastery, which stimulates a pragmatic viewpoint. 
Furthermore, UK master craftsmen’s conceptualisation greatly considers strong 
typical mindsets of object-attribute that emphasise wisdom and passionate, 
which indicates a rigorous mind. This paper reveals that both pragmatic and 
rigorous mindsets can create potential or barriers for creative cognitive 
resources. 

Keywords: conceptual ideation; creative cognition; craftsman; typical 
mindsets; Indonesia; UK. 
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1 Introduction 

Design and creativity is a relatively new subject in science as to date design and 
creativity research has borrowed theories from cognitive science and psychology (Adams 
and Atman, 1999; Gero, 1999; Kotzé et al., 2008). Design and creativity is a developing 
research area that has the potential to contribute to the foundations of our cognitive 
understanding. It is a challenge for the design creativity research community to reveal the 
true nature of the creative processes in design. Most studies in the field of creativity have 
focused on the role of conceptual stimulus freedom that leads to creative solutions rather 
than barriers (i.e., cognitive fixedness) and involving participants of people in general, 
i.e., students, engineers. Studies have designated the conservative or traditional viewpoint 
as mental constructs that can impede our ability to develop creative ideas, therefore 
people with a traditional viewpoint have never been investigated seriously (German and 
Barret, 2005; Martindale, 1995). Almost no attention has been given to examine the 
potentials hidden in these barriers (Jansson and Smith, 1991; Gero, 2011; Viswanathan 
and Linsey, 2012; Klamer, 2012). This paper aims to identify these mental constructs in 
master craftsman, which can inform design education to improve their creativity and 
range of design potential. 

1.1 Craftsmanship 

In Indonesia, a rural master craftsman (hereafter referred to as ‘craftsman’) is a traditional 
master craftsperson who resides in a rural area. In the UK, the non-metropolitan 
craftsman works in rural areas or small conurbations. Both have acquired special craft 
skills and gained expertise in his or her vernacular traditional crafts that have been passed 
down from one generation to another often through an apprenticeship system. Yanagi, a 
Japanese craftsman and philosopher, asserts a true craft is a non-individually-inspired 
‘high’ art, which is widely known as folk craft, used in people’s everyday lives, 
unpretentious, pure and simple created by craftsman, to distinguish it from the craft artist 
(Yanagi, 1949; Leach, 1972). Pye (1968) provides an improved definition of 
craftsmanship as ‘workmanship of risk,’ where risk represents a piece of work which 
could be unexpectedly defective during the working process, can be a result of any tools, 
such as chisel, hammer; or a result of improper treatment, where this risk can be 
advantageous, unique or even failure (Pye, 1968). This means either techniques or 
processes are considered conservative; however, it exceptionally offers unconventional 
process to be present. Despite a presumption that the craftsman thinks in a conventional 
manner he or she is often aware of being unconventional (Racz, 2009). 

1.2 Conceptual ideation of a craftsman 

Scholars of modern studies of craftsmanship recognise a crucial point that craftsmanship 
is a mastery of doing and making involving beliefs and conservatism. These aspects in 
many studies of craftsmanship are frequently discussed as a representation of technical 
processes and skills (Pye, 1968; Solmsen, 1963; Galey, 1981; Blair and Ramsay, 1999; 
Sennet, 2008). Sennett (2008) argues that a craftsman is know-how of ‘mind’, ‘hand’, 
between ideation and practical execution, which represents the special human condition 
of being engaged. To date this statement is the most pertinent definition which reflects 
the craftsman’s conceptual ideation process (Sennet, 2008). Studies in contemporary 
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crafts (Greenhalgh, 2002) show that this process is still evident even though the creations 
have transferred to new mediums such as three dimensional printing. 

Conceptual ideation is an essential step in the design thinking process that involves 
interplay between cognitive and affective skills that leads to the resolution of recognised 
difficulties (Houtz and Patricola, 1999). Conceptual ideation is generating and developing 
new ideas where an idea is understood as a basic element of thought that can be either 
visual, concrete, or abstract (Jonson, 2005). The ideation state defines one’s current 
location in the design space where one gets deeper insight, discovery and conflicts. 

It is generally known that traditional people think in a conventional manner. Gero 
(2011) affirms that conventional ways of thinking is when one is trapped at a general 
fixation and has premature commitment. A premature commitment refers to when 
someone appears trapped to a particular set of design decisions that they are familiar with 
(Gero, 2011). With a high level of mastery, an individual like a craftsperson is often 
recognised for his/her traditional viewpoints that may be structured by prior knowledge 
and typical features contained in familiar categories (Finke, 1996). The recent study of 
Nagai and Junaidy (2013) demonstrated that the craftsmen’s conceptualisation at the 
early stage of idea generation experiences a fixation that disables them from exploring 
the abstract realm which normally occurs at the early stage of idea generation. This 
explains that the craftsman’s conceptualisation, seen at the early stage, has evidently 
occurred at the later stage of idea generation (Junaidy and Nagai, 2013). 

1.3 Rural craft industry 

It is probable that Indonesians adopted the carpentry skills from the Chinese and Sinhala 
(Srilanka) at European trading posts that spread out throughout Indonesia in the 18th 
century. Furniture was widely made during the European presence in Indonesia to 
maintain a lifestyle simulating the West as well as being made to provide gifts to local 
rulers (Cai, 1993; Cookson and Ishimura, 2009; van Gompel et al., 2013). Over three and 
a half centuries of Dutch occupation, the woodworking-based industry evolved, 
especially in Java. Besides artisanal wood-carving skills, Indonesia is also known for its 
outstanding array of traditional crafts ranging from potteries, to batik fabric. In addition, 
Indonesia’s forest land that comprises 60% of the country’s land area makes it the third 
largest area of tropical rainforest in the world (UN-REDD Programme, 2009), which 
potentially provides strategic competitiveness allowing for a strong craft industry. 
However, owing to the strong influence of the colonial era no indigenous traditions 
developed. With little innovation in local industry the local people are accustomed to 
only copying or modifying (Wiyancoko, 2002). 

Rural industries in the UK are broadly known as small industries to fulfil some local 
demand using locally found raw material. The finished products in these country districts 
were made using predominantly manual and traditional methods (Fitz Randolph et al., 
1978). Rural industries are located mainly at forested uplands. Rural craft industries 
cover greenwood crafts, basket-making and blacksmithing. Chair-making in the Chiltern 
region is widely known as one of the important craft industries in the late 18th century 
which employed several thousand persons (Pihlens, 2014). The peak of the rural  
chair-making workshop began in the late 18th century. After 1890 it began rapidly to 
decrease along with the birth of the local industrial revolution and the rise of machining 
technology. Historically, the arts and crafts movement in England was one of the most 
influential styles that reinvigorated craft activities in response to industrial production 
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and its consequent rationalisation of labour (Beattie, 2009). However, the decline in 
demand for craft products was inevitable, owing to technical obsolescence, changing 
fashions and manufacturers’ abilities to produce cheaper ranges of furniture. 

Rural craft industries in Indonesia and UK have strong historical backgrounds and at 
the same time encounter the same problems to sustain the business. In the case of 
Indonesia, with its high level of woodworking skills, being above average remains 
pointless as the ability for innovation and product development is still a major obstacle. 
In the UK the demand from consumers for modernity and quick production has hindered 
the growth of craftsmanship, which relies on traditional forms. 

UK and Indonesia have a long history of furniture trading. In 1801, the British East 
India Company built the trading office in Indonesia. Both countries influenced each other 
through different approaches to seating and the use of unique local cane materials, as well 
as displaying a variety of craftsmanship skills. These examples of cultural exchange 
increase the need to more fully understand the cultural uniqueness of the mindsets and 
stimuli of the master craftsman. This informed comprehension will provide resources for 
the development of design training (nationwide governmental HRD program in 
developing countries) that focus on the enhancement of traditional craftsmen’s cognitive 
resources to produce more desirable products. 

2 Methodology 

In order to understand the early stages of idea generation we investigated the 
characteristics of the conceptual ideation process of master craftsmen by examining the 
structure of thoughts collected from their subjective experiences (think-aloud protocol). 

Think-aloud protocol has been used to study cognitive factors in a number of 
clinically relevant contexts, including depression and psychotherapy processes. The 
think-aloud procedure allow researchers to assess issues fundamental to cognitive 
behaviour therapy and psychopathology. Earlier think-aloud studies were widely used to 
reveal articulated thoughts at the cognitive assessment stage that has several advantages. 
Davison et. al. (1997) observed this through the experimental states recognising that it 
seemed promising as a versatile and adaptable method of cognitive assessment, especially 
when little is known of the cognitive terrain of interest. Recently, Georgiev et al. (2012) 
combined the think-aloud protocol with concept-network analysis to capture and analyse 
the in-depth impressions from or inner associative layer of humans’ expressed 
impressions behind the surface impressions. Also, Junaidy and Nagai (2013) had 
conducted the similar method to capture in-depth cognitive levels related to intangible 
issues, such as users’ affective preferences (i.e., scene and appeal). 

To capture meaningful utterances from verbalisation occurring at the early stage of 
idea generation, we conducted a think-aloud protocol in which master craftsmen were 
instructed to imagine designing an artefact and freely express thoughts that accompany 
the idea embodiment verbally. The design task was to imagine designing any artefacts 
that associate with their previous experience i.e., fruit bowl, wooden craft bed, chair and 
table, they were free to simply express their ideas verbally or using a piece of paper. 

The collected utterances were evaluated through a list of typical mindsets of 
craftsmen. The identified utterances were visualised and analysed by means of a concept 
network analysis to reproduce a structure of the individual’s mental state. The framework 
consisted of the steps listed below (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 Research framework 

 

Methodological limitations of the study include: 

a differences of country’s living standards that probably affect their perspective in 
responding to the instruction 

b different status and appreciation of master craftsperson in each country, where 
normally in the UK a master craftsperson is an entrepreneur, whilst in Indonesia, a 
master craftsperson is contracted/paid labour. 

2.1 Participants 

Eight subjects were selected to participate in this experiment: four Indonesian master 
craftsmen and four UK master craftsmen. All of them are known as master craftspeople 
who possess special skills in artistry and this ranged from woodcarving, woodturning, 
rattan work to bamboo weaving. Their special expertise has been passed down from one 
generation to another. The eight subjects (master craftsmen) had more than 25 years 
experience in craftsmanship. Either UK or Indonesian master craftsmen hold formal 
education which varies from high school to university level. They all practise their work 
in the suburban area. The economic and social background is quite different, where the 
UK master craftsmen lead their own workshop and live in the area of Buckinghamshire, 
whilst Indonesian master craftsman works as a contracted or paid worker who lives in a 
similar suburban area of Jepara, Indonesia. We assessed the participants’ level of 
expertise, which were selected by establishing their recognition from peers concerned in 
the area of craftsmanship. 
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2.2 Procedure 

Subjects conducted a think-aloud protocol to search for new design ideas by imagining 
the design of a new artefact where they freely expressed their ideas verbally. We placed 
no constraints on time when they verbally expressed their ideas and engaged in 
spontaneous thinking. We avoided rigid instruction about types of the new artefact, 
market, or design functions to avoid excessive information which might be unfair and 
misleading. The minimal instructions ensured a neutral and unbiased process. The  
think-aloud protocol experiment was carried out separately with each participant to avoid 
mimicking or copying of ideas. The direct instruction was given as: ‘please imagine 
designing a new artefact and freely express the ideas verbally’ (see Figure 1). 

2.2.1 First stage rule of video transcription 

In this study, verbalisation is defined as conveying ideas through verbal communication 
(i.e., utterances) during engagement in a thinking process at the early stage of idea 
generation. The conceptual process was videotaped and the verbalisation was transcribed 
and sorted by its context. Utterances were transcribed according to the content substance. 
Verbalisation of Indonesian language was transcribed into English. 

The following types of utterances were taken into account: 

• utterances concerning conceptualisation (including expressions of vague of mental 
imagery) 

• utterances concerning reflection-in-action or reflection-on-action (Schön, 1983). 

The following types of utterances were excluded: 

• instructions and utterances given by the researchers or other parties 

• out of context utterances (i.e., non-related comments) 

• post-design utterances (i.e., general technical process, previously-made artefact) 

• repetitive contents 

• broad knowledge of historical view. 

2.2.2 Second stage rule of keyword extraction 

• utterances were extracted when regarded as non-essential information 

• alternative similar word is applied for clarity and readability 

• similar repeated utterances are removed 

• interjections or exclamations are omitted (i.e., hum, oh, wow, well, yeah, etc.) 

• unnecessary phrases, prepositions and conjunctions are omitted (i.e., ‘you know’, 
‘well’, ‘all right,’ etc.). 

Further, we apply a matrix equation to create network graphs in two modes as follow: 

a The matrix comprised of a X and Y axis, where the X axis represents the ‘conceptual 
stimulus’ and the Y axis represents typical mindsets during capturing the in-degree 
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centrality (IDC). The IDC refers to the number of ties directed to a vertex (typical 
mindsets from conceptual stimulus). IDC is interpreted as a form of typical mindsets 
affected by conceptual stimulus. 

b The matrix comprised of a X and Y axis, where the X axis represents the typical 
mindsets and the Y axis represents ‘conceptual stimulus’ during capturing the  
out-degree centrality (ODC). The ODC is the number of ties that the vertex directs to 
others (conceptual stimulus towards typical mindsets). ODC is the degree to which a 
conceptual stimulus forms beliefs or typical mindsets. 

Finally, the matrix equation of ODC and IDC network graphs will display weak and 
strong connections between the two variables, which will be identified and interpreted to 
prove our hypothesis that either a barrier or potential seeds exist in cognitive dissonance, 
during conceptualisation at the early stage of idea generation. 

3 The experiment of conceptual ideation process 

3.1 Background on typical mindsets of craftsman 

Glăveanu (2011) explains that a socio-cultural practice is one important characteristic 
being intrinsic to creativity which normally takes place and is studied as an ongoing and 
long-term activity. From a socio-cultural perspective creativity is considered social in 
nature and located in the space ‘in between’ the self and others. This means that this 
standpoint does not deny the role of the individual mindset within the socio-cultural 
nature of expertise. 

Table 1 Identified list of typical mindsets of craftsman 

No Typical mindsets Typical characteristic-related 
issues Literature 

1 Mastery Workmanship; craftsmanship; 
tools 

Pye (1968), Yanagi (1989), Sennet 
(2008) and Adamson (2007) 

2 Object-attribute Dimension; material; shape Pye (1968), Yanagi (1989) and 
Sennet (2008) 

3 Rationale Market; users, buyers; pricing Yanagi (1989) and Sennet (2008) 

4 Nostalgic Nostalgic; historic Pye (1968), Yanagi (1989), Sennet 
(2008) and Adamson (2007) 

5 Passionate Pride; satisfaction,  
self-achievement; 

Pye (1968), Yanagi (1989), Sennet 
(2008) and Adamson (2007) 

6 Wisdom Beliefs; commitment; 
philosophy 

Pye (1968), Yanagi (1989), Sennet 
(2008) and Adamson (2007) 

7 Modest Naive; sincerity Yanagi (1989) and Sennet (2008) 

8 Uncompromising Unwavering; firm; rigid; ego Yanagi (1989), Sennet (2008) and 
Adamson (2007) 

9 Sentimental Romantic; solidarity; yearning Yanagi (1989), Sennet (2008) and 
Adamson (2007) 

We conducted an analysis of known studies of craftsman to identify the typical mindsets 
that are characteristic of a craftsman. The identified list of typical mindsets of craftsman 
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was used as an independent variable, hereafter referred to as ‘typical mindset.’ 
Furthermore, the verbalised thoughts were extracted into keywords and hereafter referred 
to as ‘conceptual stimulus’. This procedure was set up due to limited literature being 
found concerning personality traits of a craftsman. 

Four main texts were employed, two classic literatures and two modern literature. Pye 
(1968) intensely observed craftsman’s highly-workmanship performance. Yanagi (1989) 
deeply discusses the definition of craftspeople, the artefacts and its philosophy with 
special attention given to the indigenous folk-craft. The third text provides a more 
modern viewpoint, where Sennett (2008) discusses more actualisation of craftsman in the 
contemporary era from a sociological standpoint. Last, Adamson (2007), highlights and 
explores the importance of the concept of authenticity of the very practice of craft skill, 
which he proposes as cultural associations of craft – the ‘pastoral’ and ‘amateur’. Even 
though each author has a different background and standpoint, there are common threads 
that can be drawn upon. We reviewed this qualitatively. If a characteristic-related issue 
was discussed intensively by at least two authors, this issue was determined as a typical 
mindset (see Table 1). Finally, nine typical mindsets of craftsman were identified as 
follows. 

4 Verbalised thoughts 

4.1 Indonesian master craftsmen 

Historical and cultural background may contribute to ways of reacting and thinking. In 
the case of the Indonesian master craftsmen, most of their utterances were explicit issues, 
i.e., users’ preference, buyers, skills and object properties (i.e., shape, dimension, type). 
Other utterances which were voiced less were related to implicit issues, i.e., partnership, 
sharing and expectations for common mutual benefit. The verbalised thoughts collected 
from utterances reflect their shallow expression of unassuming and resignation. Here are 
some excerpts related to pragmatism and technicality from their verbalised thoughts: 

• “European buyers tend to request a single item, not multiple items, this is convenient 
for the craftsmen” 

• “in order to offer a reasonable price, woodcarving work should be little and simple” 

• “as long as it covers the production cost, I’ll buy it, all workers have a job” 

• “knock-down consideration for easy delivery” 

• “strength and structure is not an issue if using leaves” 

• “melamine finish is still required as a protection afterward” 

• “the legs height can be 35 cm or 30 cm” 

• “I am thinking of raw material supplies” 

• “two types of weaving, the bottom part is wide and upper part is small” 

• etc. 
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4.2 UK master craftsmen 

Besides containing explicit issues, i.e., function and object properties (i.e., shape, 
dimension, type), verbalised thoughts of UK master craftsmen also exhibit greater 
attention to implicit issues. Despite their concern regarding the object properties and 
functional issues, the UK master craftsmen profoundly expresses more philosophical 
issues, i.e., attitude, commitment and an eloquent knowledge of wisdom and passion. The 
event seemed to be a story-telling-like verbalisation, particularly in sharing their attitude 
and philosophy. The following is part of the collected abstract utterances related to 
wisdom and passion issues: 

• “every detail right down to the grain and the knotting is so personal to our customer” 

• “I was thinking, what they like, what they can not buy” 

• “we don’t make products, we make things which people love to own” 

• “the love is a whole process and I keep them involved” 

• “it’s not just a work, it’s a way to work, it’s a thought behind it” 

• “if they are negative about the work, it makes me ultra positive” 

• “sometimes the wood will try to dictate only because there is unforeseen, we call it a 
flow” 

• “sequence of materials, you have to start it from the bottom, deep in the Earth” 

• “if I got a shape of a piece of stone, I wouldn’t have another shape of a piece of stone 
touching it” 

• etc. 

4.3 Keywords extraction: conceptual stimulus 

The issues raised by the two groups of craftsmen at first seemed quite similar, such as 
object properties and functional, yet each has a different emphasis. UK master craftsmen 
expressed object properties and functional by placing emphasis on a philosophical 
standpoint, while Indonesians place emphasis on a technical standpoint. UK master 
craftsmen expressed less about market, pricing, whereas it was very intensely discussed 
by Indonesian master craftsmen. To find out more details of the process of 
conceptualisation during the early stage of idea generation, we performed the evaluation 
and extraction of the verbalised thoughts. A keyword derived from utterances was 
extracted by applying constructed rules. The keywords hereafter referred to as 
‘conceptual stimulus’ that represent a collection of structure of thoughts directed us to 
typical mindsets (see Tables 2a and 2b). The evaluation of the keyword was matched to 
the given code of identified typical mindsets of the craftsman. The codes are as follows: 

1 mastery 

2 object-attribute 

3 rationale and so on (see Table 1). 
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Table 2a Extracted verbalised thoughts or keywords referred to as ‘conceptual stimulus’ of 
Indonesian master craftsmen 

Correlation coding  
(nine typical mindsets) No Raw data Extraction 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Interpretation 

1 “European 
countries are my 
favourite target” 

European 
countries, 

Favourite target;

         

2 “European buyers 
normally requests 

big volume” 

European 
buyers, Big 

volume; 

         

The 82 conceptual 
stimulus are the degree 
to which a conceptual 
stimulus forms beliefs 
or typical mindsets 
craftsmen with 
following hierarchy: 

1 object-attribute 

2 mastery 

3 “We must carefully 
select the material, 

such hardwood, 
like teak is 
expensive” 

Teak wood, 
hardwood, 
expensive 

         

3 rationale 

4 sentimental 

5 modest 

4 “European buyers 
tend to request 
single item, not 

multi item” 

European 
buyers, single 

item, multi-item

         

5 “This is convenient 
for the craftsmen” 

Practical, 
craftsmen 

         

6 “In order to offer a 
reasonable price, 

woodcarving work 
should be little, all 
craftsmen works 

together” 

Woodcarving, 
reasonable price, 

order-sharing; 

         

7 “They request to be 
fast and mass 

produced” 

Buyers, fast, 
mass produce 

         

8 “Europeans tend to 
like minimalist or 

simple shape” 

Europeans, 
minimalist, 

simple 

         

9 “In term of 
production, it 

should be quick and 
mass” 

Production, 
quick, mass 

         

6 wisdom likely 
affects their 
cognitive process 
during 
conceptualising at 
the early stage of 
idea generation 

Notes: Partly shown due to page limitation, 
Identified list of typical mindsets of craftsman (coding), 
1: mastery, 
2: object-attribute, 
3: rationale, 
4: nostalgic, 
5: passionate, 
6: wisdom, 
7: modest, 
8: uncompromising, 
9: sentimental 
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Table 2a Extracted verbalised thoughts or keywords referred to as ‘conceptual stimulus’ of 
Indonesian master craftsmen (continued) 

Correlation coding  
(nine typical mindsets) No Raw data Extraction 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Interpretation 

10 “It’s usual, but I 
give a unique 

ornament, like a 
leaf” 

Unique 
ornament, rattan 

material 

         

11 “I’ll give 
decoration and an 

accent” 

Decoration, 
accent 

         

12 “I use rattan peel-
type for decorative 

weaving on the 
backrest” 

Rattan peel, 
decorative 

weaving, back 
rest 

         

13 “European buyers 
dislike complexity” 

European 
buyers, dislike 

complexity 

         

14 “This model looks 
usual” 

Model, usual          

15 “Current trend, 
buyers’ preference 

is minimalism” 

Buyers, 
preference, 
minimalism 

         

16 “I need a quickly 
and easily made 

ornament” 

Quick, easy 
ornament; 

         

17 “I will offer some 
furniture design and 

derivatives” 

Promotion, 
furniture, 
derivative 

         

18  Etc.          

 

Notes: Partly shown due to page limitation, 
Identified list of typical mindsets of craftsman (coding), 
1: mastery, 
2: object-attribute, 
3: rationale, 
4: nostalgic, 
5: passionate, 
6: wisdom, 
7: modest, 
8: uncompromising, 
9: sentimental 
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Table 2b Extracted verbalised thoughts or keywords referred to as ‘conceptual stimulus’ of UK 
master craftsmen 

Correlation coding  
(nine typical mindsets) No Raw data Extraction 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Interpretation 

1 “Think of a hero, say, 
Bradley Wiggins” 

Hero, Bradley 
Wiggins chair 

         

2 “It’s a limited edition 
chair to celebrate his 

amazing achievement in 
cycling” 

Limited edition, 
tribute, 

achievement 

         

The 92 conceptual 
stimulus are the 
degree to which a 
conceptual 
stimulus forms 
beliefs or typical 
mindsets craftsmen 
with following 
hierarchy: 

1 object-
attribute 

3 “Obviously he’s 
cycling, he’s obviously 
fit, he’s tall and thin. 

You make a list of the 
kind of things that, the 

epitome of him” 

Epitome, 
cyclist, fit, tall, 

thin 

         

2 wisdom 

3 passionate 4 “I’m guessing it’s gotta 
have a wheel on it or 
somewhere, a seat” 

Wheel, seat          

4 mastery 

5 rationale 5 “The legs could be 
almost anything, would 

that be a couple of 
wheel” 

Legs, wheels          

6 “Of course the saddle 
seat. The back looks 

like … of course handle 
bar” 

Saddle seat, 
back, handle 

bar 

         

7 “What’s the flag of 
France look like? You 

might have some 
colour” 

Flag of France, 
colour 

         

8 “They do bike world, 
so, this must be about a 

biker” 

Bike world, 
biker 

         

9 “You got gold medals, it 
could be gilded” 

Gold medal, 
gilded 

         

6 uncompromis
ing; and so 
on, illustrate 
how these 
have an affect 
on their 
cognitive 
process 
during 
conceptualisi
ng at the early 
stage of idea 
generation 

10 “They are all inspired 
by customers” 

Inspired, 
customers 

           

Notes: Partly shown due to page limitation, 
Identified list of typical mindsets of craftsman (coding), 
1: mastery, 
2: object-attribute, 
3: rationale, 
4: nostalgic, 
5: passionate, 
6: wisdom, 
7: modest, 
8: uncompromising, 
9: sentimental 
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Table 2b Extracted verbalised thoughts or keywords referred to as ‘conceptual stimulus’ of UK 
master craftsmen (continued) 

Correlation coding  
(nine typical mindsets) No Raw data Extraction 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Interpretation 

11 “See these textures, so 
you always look at a 
project through the 

prism of the customer” 

Texture, 
project, 

customer 
viewpoint 

         

12 “One must always think 
about, it must be 
customer laid, if 

possible” 

Concern, 
customer laid 

         

13 “I have various people 
saying about the first 

world war chair, it’s not 
really a subject ones to 
celebrate. It is awful” 

WW1 chair, 
concern, awful

         

14 “Every detail write 
down to the grain and 
the noting so personal 

to our customer” 

Detail, grain, 
personal, 
customer 

         

15 “ I think we’d lose in 
translation if we try to 

get it made” 

Lose in 
translation; 

         

16 “Chinese things, 
Chinese furniture is 
geared up to employ 

lots of people to provide 
food for many, many 

people” 

China, drive, 
mass, 

prosperity 

         

17 “I think the strength 
here (UK) in making, to 
show this country has to 
be the Rolls-Royce, the 

ultimate quality” 

UK, Rolls-
Royce, ultimate 

quality 

         

18  Etc.          

 

Notes: Partly shown due to page limitation, 
Identified list of typical mindsets of craftsman (coding), 
1: mastery, 
2: object-attribute, 
3: rationale, 
4: nostalgic, 
5: passionate, 
6: wisdom, 
7: modest, 
8: uncompromising, 
9: sentimental 

Furthermore, the correlation between conceptual stimulus and identified typical mindsets 
of craftsman was evaluated by looking at their commonalities. For example, utterance: I 
intend to upgrade craftsmen’s income, there’s the simple idea of using leaves come from, 
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which is quite practical. Extraction of the essential information into keywords 
(conceptual stimulus): support; income; leaves; practical. It was evaluated to have 
commonality with (2) object-attribute, (3) rationale, (7) modest, (9) sentimental. These 
keywords (conceptual stimulus) would have four directed links to the typical mindsets. 
This multi link will connect to other links to create a network graph which depicted the 
pattern of the structure of thoughts. 

A network analysis was employed to create a network graph. The number of 
connections between the conceptual stimulus with typical mindsets of the craftsman in a 
form of vertices and arcs was displayed as a structure of thoughts. The degree of 
connections was calculated by a matrix equation that depicts the centrality score of the 
conceptual stimulus and the typical mindsets. For example, all of the conceptual stimulus 
directed connections were defined as a domain of ODC; while the nine typical mindsets 
pointed by arcs from the conceptual stimulus are calculated as IDC. The ODC 
(conceptual stimulus) provides information as the donors, where IDC (typical mindsets) 
represents the recipient. Next, the network can be analysed as it reproduces the 
conceptual network model of the individual’s mental state. The data was visualised by the 
use of Pajek 2.05 software based on the 2D layers in the Y direction for Figures 2, 3(a) 
and 3(b); and algorithm of Fruchterman and Reingold for Figures 4(a) and 4(b) (de Nooy 
et al., 2005). 

Tables 2a and 2b (Indonesia and UK) are simply showing the raw data and coding. 
However, the IDC and ODC performed by matrix equation are later used to calculate the 
strong and weak connections between conceptual stimulus and the typical mindsets. 
Therefore, at this stage it is still difficult to interpret latent cognitive resources from the 
data shown in Table 2a and 2b. 

Table 3 Correlation between conceptual stimulus and typical mindsets (partly shown) 

No Conceptual stimulus (82) (Indonesian) Correlation to the typical mindsets 
(total) 

1 European countries, favourite target 

2 European buyers, big volume 

3 Manpower, availability 

4 Craftsmen, sharing, solidarity 

5 Support, income, leaves, practicality 

6 Bamboo treatment, shaping 

 Etc. 

Mastery (34), object-attribute (53), 
rationale (37), nostalgic (0), 

passionate (0), wisdom (8), modest 
(10), uncompromising (0), 

sentimental (17) 

No Conceptual stimulus (92) (UK) Correlation to the typical mindsets 
(total) 

1 Limited edition, tribute, achievement 

2 WW1 chair, concern, awful 

3 Material, sustain, throw-away society 

4 Life process, volcano, igneous, intrusion, magma 

5 Sequence, materials, bottom, deep, earth 

6 Love, process, involved 

 Etc. 

Mastery (21), object-attribute (61), 
rationale (16), nostalgic (14), 

passionate (35), wisdom (38), modest 
(8), uncompromising (16), 

sentimental (8) 
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The number of utterances and the number of words which are extracted into the 
conceptual stimulus were not taken into account as we did not compare it quantitatively, 
but we did pay attention to patterns and thought structures. After applying the rule of 
transcription and extraction, we obtained 82 conceptual stimulus from the Indonesian 
master craftsmen and 92 conceptual stimulus from the UK master craftsmen. Each 
conceptual stimulus was evaluated qualitatively in correlation with the nine typical 
mindsets with the following results: 

From the total score of the correlation shown in Table 3, we observed a slight 
tendency of the typical mindsets from each group of the craftsmen. This showed only the 
basic data. Next, we wanted to understand how the conceptual stimulus intertwined with 
each other to form a particular pattern of cultural uniqueness. Here, a conceptual stimulus 
is like a single concept that has multiple connections to and from the stems from other 
concepts. 

Frequently the utterances were found to jump from one issue to another issue and 
sometimes repeat the same story of particular events. Through the visualisation of the 
graph network, the thoughts were structured as collected conceptual stimulus directed to 
typical mindsets and vice versa. Here, the shifts in the utterances were no longer an issue. 
The network structure with its matrix equation is based on a degree of centrality. A 
conceptual stimulus is a vertex that measures its relative importance within a graph. 
Multi-connection represents density which shows how influential a conceptual 
stimuli/concept is within a conceptual network. The degree of centrality is defined as the 
number of ties which occur at a vertex. This degree can be interpreted in terms of a 
concept/conceptual stimulus flowing through the network. We employed two separate 
measures of the degree of centrality. Accordingly, IDC refers to the number of ties 
directed to a vertex (typical mindsets from conceptual stimulus); IDC is interpreted as a 
form of typical mindsets affected by conceptual stimulus. ODC is the number of ties that 
the vertex directs to others (conceptual stimulus towards typical mindsets). ODC is the 
degree to which a conceptual stimulus forms beliefs or typical mindsets (see equation of 
ODC and IDC; Tables 4a and 4b). 

Table 4a An example of matrix of conceptual stimulus and typical mindsets applying equation 
of ODC 

Typical mindsets 
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1 European countries, favourite target 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 Strength, structure 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 Manpower, availability 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

4 Craftsmen, sharing, solidarity 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 C
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Etc.          
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Table 4b An example of matrix of conceptual stimulus and typical mindsets applying equation 
of IDC 

Conceptual stimulus 
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1 Mastery 0 1 0 0  

2 Object-attribute 0 1 0 0  

3 Rationale 1 1 1 1  

4 Nostalgic 0 0 0 0  

5 Passionate 0 0 0 0  

6 Wisdom 0 0 0 1  

7 Modest 0 0 0 0  

8 Uncompromising 0 0 0 0  

T
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9 Sentimental 0 0 1 1  

Equation of ODC with two-mode networks: 
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Equation of IDC with two-mode networks: 
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5 Concept networks of the typical mindsets 

5.1 Indonesian master craftsmen 

The IDC forms three domains of typical mindsets based on their strong correlation 
between typical mindsets and the conceptual stimulus. The strongest domain is (1) 
object-attribute with an IDC score of 0.59 point. The second strong domain of typical 
mindsets is (2a) rationale with 0.41 point and (2b) mastery 0.38 point. The third domain 
of typical mindsets is (3a) sentimental 0.19 point, (3b) modest 0.11 point and  
(3c) wisdom 0.09 point which is considered weak. The typical mindsets of nostalgic, 
passionate and uncompromising were found to be 0.00 point which means that no 
correlation was found. These three typical mindsets of Indonesian craftsmen; 

1 object-attribute 

2a mastery 

2b rationale 

3a sentimental 

3b modest 

3c wisdom likely affects their cognitive process during conceptualising at the early 
stage of idea generation [see Figure 2(a)]. 

Figure 2 Domain of typical mindsets that generate conceptual stimulus, (a) Indonesian (b) UK 
(see online version for colours) 

  

(a)     (b) 
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5.2 UK master craftsmen 

Three domains were identified based on strong correlation between typical mindsets and 
the conceptual stimulus, but these are different types of typical mindsets compared to 
those found in Indonesian master craftsmen. The strongest domain is (1) object-attribute 
with an IDC score of 0.61 point. The second strongest domain of typical mindsets is (2a) 
wisdom with 0.36 point and (2b) passionate with 0.35 point. The third domain of typical 
mindsets is mastery 0.21 point, rationale 0.16 point, uncompromising  
0.16 point, nostalgia 0.15 point, modest 0.09 point and sentimental 0.08 point which is 
considered weak. All nine typical mindsets were found from UK master craftsmen’s 
verbalisation. These are three typical mindsets of UK craftsmen; 

1 object-attribute 

2a wisdom 

2b passionate 

3a mastery 

3b rationale 

3c uncompromising 

3d nostalgic 

3e modest 

3f sentimental illustrate how these have an affect on their cognitive process during 
conceptualising at the early stage of idea generation [see Figure 2(b)]. 

6 Networks of the conceptual stimulus 

6.1 Indonesian master craftsmen 

The extracted 82 keywords or conceptual stimulus of Indonesian master craftsmen were 
visualised to capture its connections (ties) with typical mindsets. The conceptual stimulus 
is the degree to which a conceptual stimulus forms beliefs or typical mindsets. A 
conceptual stimulus may contribute to more than one typical mindsets, the greater the 
number of ties (multi connection) from one conceptual stimuli (a vertex) signifies an 
influential donor. However, only vertices with multiple ties that are accompanied by a 
significant number of donors are defined as solid donors, i.e., clusters of conceptual 
stimulus 3 and 4 have a significant number of vertices. Clusters of conceptual stimulus 1 
and 2 are considered not solid and clusters of conceptual stimulus 5 represent only a 
single tie which is deemed as a weak donor. Therefore, conceptual stimuli 1, 2 and 5 are 
not taken into account (see Figure 3a). 
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Figure 3a Conceptual stimuli form a typical mindset (Indonesian master craftsmen) (see online 
version for colours) 

 

6.2 UK master craftsmen 

The extracted 92 keywords or conceptual stimulus of UK master craftsmen were 
visualised to capture its ties with typical mindsets. The clusters conceptual stimuli 2, 3 
and 4 have multi ties and a solid number of vertices, which are then defined as influential 
donors. The cluster of conceptual stimulus 5 represents a cluster of single tie vertices 
which is deemed as a weak donor and likewise, the cluster of conceptual stimulus 1 that 
comprises multi ties, however this only consists of a single vertex, thus both are not taken 
into account (see Figure 3b). 

Figure 3b Conceptual stimuli form a typical mindset (UK master craftsmen) (see online version 
for colours) 
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7 Analysis of the concept networks 

7.1 Indonesian master craftsmen 

The domain of typical mindset 1 of object-attribute (0.59 point) was the strongest domain 
[see Figure 2(a)], followed by a strong domain of typical mindset 2 (2a and 2b) rationale 
(0.41 point) and mastery (0.38 point). The concept network depicts that conceptual 
stimulus such as service to buyers, big order; European buyers, dislike complexity; raw 
material, supplies; shape, size, users’ preference; knock-down, easy delivery; support, 
income, leaves, practicality; production cost, expensive; Asian, European, globally;  
etc. greatly contribute to the two strongest domains of typical mindsets 1 and 2:  
object-attribute; rationale and mastery [see Figure 2(a); and Figure 4a, the red dotted 
squares]. We interpreted that these strong typical mindsets: object-attribute, rationale and 
mastery represent an explicit consideration that greatly affects conceptual generation of 
Indonesian master craftsmen. 

Furthermore, the domain of typical mindsets 3, comprised sentimental, modest  
and wisdom were found to be contrasting as this domain represents an implicit 
consideration and a weak typical stimulus [see Figure 2(a)]. This differs from the 
previous strong typical mindsets, which contains explicit consideration. These weak 
typical mindsets are sentimental (0.19 point), modest (0.11 point) and wisdom (0.09 
point). They are generated by the conceptual stimulus, such as: craftsman, sharing, 
solidarity; collaboration, order sharing; coordinating, partnership; etc. This exhibits a 
culturally-unique illustration of the conceptual ideation process, where the strong 
explicit-related typical mindsets i.e., object-attribute, mastery and rationale conflict with 
the weak implicit-related typical mindset like sentimental, modest and wisdom. These 
three implicit-related typical mindsets most likely illustrate that Indonesian master 
craftsmen encounter cognitive dissonance of conceptualisation. This conflict can be 
observed by looking that their conceptualisation which is tied to one or more of the weak 
implicit-related typical mindset, but at the same time also tied or untied to one or more of 
the strong explicit-related typical mindset (see Figure 4a; the red dotted circles). 

Figure 4a The conceptual stimulus and typical mindsets network structure of Indonesian master 
craftsmen (see online version for colours) 
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The red dotted square represents vertices and arcs (conceptual stimulus) that are tied 
directly to one or more of the three strong typical mindsets (object-attribute, rationale and 
mastery) and these are intertwined directly within those three strong typical mindsets. 
This means conceptual stimulus within the red dotted squares definitely contribute to 
form a strong typical mindset. 

The red dotted circle represents vertices and arcs (conceptual stimulus) that are tied 
directly to one or more of the three weak typical mindsets (wisdom, modest and 
sentimental) and these are also tied or untied to one or more of the three strong typical 
mindsets (object-attribute, rationale and mastery). Those representing conceptual 
stimulus within the red dotted circle are interpreted as a weak expectancy that may cause 
difficulties or conflicts of cognition with the strong beliefs of conceptual stimulus. Those 
conflicts of conceptual stimulus are: collaboration, capability; trust, partnership, quality; 
collaboration, order sharing; manpower, availability; improve, standard living; order, 
no profit, workers earn money; client, responsibility, prosperity. 

Furthermore, the overlapped red dotted square and red dotted circle represents an 
overlapping strong and weak tie (conceptual stimulus). This overlapping tie signifies 
mutual cognition and no occurrence of conflict or cognitive dissonance (see Figure 4a). 

7.2 UK master craftsmen 

The typical mindset 1 of object-attribute (0.61 point) was the strongest domain of typical 
mindset [see Figure 2(b)], followed by a domain of typical mindsets 2 of wisdom  
(0.36 point) and passionate (0.35 point). The concept network depicts that conceptual 
stimulus such as no conflict, but add; wood; dictate, unforeseen, flow; UK, Rolls-Royce, 
ultimate quality; beautiful, functional; responding the wood, purpose; size; deviation of 
grain; environmental, honest; differences, possibility; aesthetically successful; Van 
Gogh, irises, different colour; etc. greatly contribute to the two strong domains of typical 
mindsets 1 and 2: object-attribute; wisdom and passionate [see Figure 2(b); and  
Figure 4b, the red dotted squares]. These significantly differ to the Indonesian  
master craftsmen, although object-attribute seems to be the strongest typical mindset, 
however most of the conceptual stimulus contributed to typical mindsets 1 and 2 are 
implicit-related (see Figure 3b, cluster of conceptual stimulus, 2, 3 and 4). We interpreted 
these strong typical mindsets: object-attribute; wisdom and passionate as an implicit 
consideration that greatly influences the conceptual ideation of UK master craftsmen. 

Another set of typical mindsets also existed, however those are considered weak 
being positioned in the domain of typical mindsets 3. It is comprised of mastery  
(0.21 point), rationale (0.16 point), uncompromising (0.16 point), nostalgic (0.15 point), 
modest (0.09 point) and sentimental (0.08 point). These weak typical mindsets were 
found to be a mix of explicit-implicit-related considerations [see Figure 2(b)]. This 
differs from the previous strong typical mindsets, which contains more implicit 
consideration. These weak explicit-implicit-related typical mindsets are contributed to by 
the conceptual stimulus, such as: walnut, avoid much treatment; carve, brown rose, wild 
rose; epitome, cyclist, fit, tall, thin; client, request, practical; King Harold, choice, wood; 
etc. (see Figure 4b; the red dotted circles). 

Ultimately, the conceptual ideation process of UK master craftsmen was greatly 
influenced by their strong sense of implicit-related typical mindsets i.e., object-attribute, 
wisdom and passionate, that compromise with contradictory explicit-implicit-related 
typical mindsets such as rationale. This mix of explicit-implicit-related typical stimuli 
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suggests that UK master craftsmen also encounter cognitive dissonance of 
conceptualisation (see Figure 4b; the red dotted circles). 

Figure 4b Conceptual stimulus and typical mindsets network structure of UK master craftsmen 
(see online version for colours) 

 

The conceptual stimuli tied to typical mindsets of object-attribute, wisdom and passionate 
were highly influential to form strong typical mindsets. Meanwhile, the conceptual 
stimulus within the red dotted circle represents a weak expectancy that may cause 
difficulties or conflicts of cognition with the strong beliefs of conceptual stimulus. Those 
conflicts can be observed from the conceptual stimuli that mostly express 
passion/wisdom issues with technical issues, i.e., similar, callipher, different; windsor 
chair, turned legs; WWIchair; concern; awful; cabinet maker, chippendale; client; 
request; practical; gold medal, gilded; saddle seat, back, handle bar; etc. (Figure 4b). 

For the illustration of cognitive dissonance, see Figure 4b. The red dotted square 
given by vertices and arcs (conceptual stimulus) shows those that are tied directly to one 
or more of the three strong typical mindsets (object-attribute, wisdom and passionate) and 
intertwined directly within those three strong typical mindsets. This means conceptual 
stimuli within the red dotted squares definitely contribute to form strong typical mindsets. 

The red dotted circles represented by vertices and arcs (conceptual stimulus) show 
those that are tied directly to one or more of the six weak typical mindsets (mastery, 
rational, uncompromising, nostalgic, modest and sentimental) and are also untied or tied 
to one or more of the three strong typical mindsets (object-attribute, wisdom and 
passionate). Those of the conceptual stimulus within the red dotted circle are interpreted 
as a weak expectancy that may cause difficulties or conflicts of cognition with the strong 
beliefs of conceptual stimulus. 

The overlapped red dotted square and red dotted circle represents an overlapping of 
both strong and weak ties that signify mutual cognition having no occurrence of conflict 
or cognitive dissonance (see Figure 4b). 
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8 Discussion 

8.1 Characteristic of the conceptual ideation process of master craftsmen 

A craftsman’s cognitive capacity is greatly influenced by his/her attributes, such as 
culture, beliefs and insights. At some point, these attributes are regarded as an advantage 
or even a barrier. A perceptual barrier is created by old ways of thinking and responding 
(Martindale, 1995). In the craft tradition, a repeated-type experience has shaped a 
craftsman’s ability to exploit with very subtle ways, but he/she has no theoretical 
understanding of how these effects are achieved (Steadman, 2008). The conceptual 
ideation process was generated from mindsets and stimulus that were intertwined. 
Therefore, every mindset and stimulus has a role either as potential or barrier. 

In the case of Indonesian master craftsmen, their conceptual stimulus i.e., service to 
buyers, big order; European buyers, dislike complexity; raw material, supplies; shape, 
size, users’ preference; knock-down, easy delivery; support, income, leaves, practicality; 
production cost, expensive; Asian, European, globally; etc. has constructed a typical 
mindset which stimulates a pragmatic viewpoint. This typical mindset may be seen as 
cognitive resources used in conceptualising that maintain explicit considerations. These 
explicit considerations lead their conscious mind to be stereotypical and follow the rule 
of familiarity to respond to issues of buyers, material, dimension, quantity, production 
cost and technique. This makes their conceptual thoughts conventional which avoids any 
radical changes. However, their weak typical mindsets (sentimental, modest and wisdom) 
that generates conceptual stimulus, such as: sharing, solidarity; collaboration, order 
sharing; coordinating, partnership; etc. demonstrate an urge of accessing more implicit 
realms such solidarity, sincerity, commitment. We believe at this point that a master 
craftsman encounters conflicting cognitions to maintain strong typical mindsets (beliefs) 
from various unrelated conceptual stimulus. 

In short, Indonesian master craftsmen’s conceptualisation is greatly influenced by 
typical mindsets of object-attribute that emphasise rationale and mastery that in turn 
stimulate a pragmatic viewpoint. However, at the same time this is contradictory with 
typical mindsets of sentimental that consider solidarity. The examples of their urge to 
access a more implicit realm such solidarity are as follows (underlined texts): 

• “I intend to upgrade craftsmen’s income, there’s the simple idea of using leaves, 
which is quite practical” 

• “we need to manage sharing with other craftsman as partner” 

• “as long as it covers the production cost, I’ll buy it, all workers have job” 

• “we need to manage sharing with other craftsman as partner” 

• “a client should be able to improve a living standard of a craftsmen” 

• etc. 

For the UK master craftsmen, their conceptual stimulus i.e., no conflict, but add;  
wood; dictate, unforeseen, flow; UK, Rolls-Royce, ultimate quality; beautiful,  
functional; responding the wood, purpose; size; deviation of grain; environmental, 
honest; differences, possibility; aesthetically successful; van Gogh, irises, different 
colour; etc. has contributed to a typical mindset of rigour. Although, the object-attribute 
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is the strongest typical mindset much of the conceptual stimulus strongly exhibits 
implicit-related consideration. These implicit-related considerations bring a feeling of 
pride, commitment and satisfaction along with their conceptualisation. This becomes 
their familiarity enabling them to think in a conventional manner to maintain their rigour 
and passion of their established belief system (tradition). However, their weak typical 
mindsets (mastery, rationale, uncompromising, nostalgic, modest and sentimental) 
generated conceptual stimulus that most of them tied between explicit-implicit 
considerations. The examples are as follows (explicit considerations are underlined): 
epitome, cyclist, fit, tall, thin; king harold, choice, wood; windsor chair, turned legs; 
WWIchair; concern; awful; cabinet maker, chippendale; gold medal, gilded; saddle seat, 
back, handle bar; etc. Clearly, a master craftsman encounters conflicting cognitions to 
maintain strong implicit-related typical mindsets towards weak explicit-related 
conceptual stimulus. 

In short, UK master craftsmen’s conceptualisation greatly considered strong typical 
mindsets of object-attribute that emphasised wisdom and passionate that in turn indicate a 
rigorous mind, but at the same time giving contradictory attention to the weak typical 
mindsets of rationale that appears accommodating. The examples of their strong attention 
to pride and wisdom that still involves accommodating issues are as follows (underlined 
texts): 

• “see these textures, so you always look at a project through the prism of the 
customer” 

• “a lot of pleasure, out from very simple think, not just complicated, it’s also social 
spiritual impact” 

• “ I’m responding the woods, that’s fine what it is, that’s a good table top size” 

• “the love is a whole process, I keep them involved, if they negative about the work, it 
makes me ultra positive” 

• “I was thinking what they like, what you can not buy” 

• etc. 

This study reveals that there are some domains of strong typical mindset that are inherent 
in ultimate mastery, whereas at the same time it limits other domains of typical mindset. 
The strong typical mindsets are things that a craftsman is familiar with which maintain 
their beliefs and conventional thought, which may be known as a barrier. These mindsets 
generate the conceptual stimulus. These stimuli are how they respond to and interpret the 
object, function, user and beliefs. The more conventional the ideas the more they are 
being secure within the strong typical mindsets. However, there is consistently minor 
attention given to other domains of typical mindset which is likely to be contradictory 
(i.e., Indonesians craftsman: pragmatic yet solidarity; UK craftsmen: rigour yet 
accommodating). This minor attention may be regarded as a weak stimulus that has 
potential to balance a fixed and strong typical mindset. A true creative process allow 
conflicts to occur and this conflict is positively exploited, i.e., ‘making familiar strange’ 
or ‘bisociation’ theory (Gordon, 1961; Koestler, 1964). 

A presence of weak conceptual stimulus, which allegedly is contradictory towards 
strong typical mindsets, provides potential to lead an unconventional way of thinking. 
Curiosity towards unfamiliarity is one way of a creative individual conceptualising. 
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Below is an illustration of the conceptualisation process of the Indonesian craftsman that 
is based on the pragmatic which slightly involves the contradictory, like solidarity (see 
Figure 5, left side), whereas UK craftsmen’s conceptualisation places high attention upon 
rigour but shows a minor contradiction with accommodating (see Figure 5, right side). 

Figure 5 Illustration of a craftsman’s cognitive dissonance in conceptual process 

 

9 Conclusions 

We have discovered the barrier and potential seeds that occurred in cognitive dissonance 
during conceptualisation at the early stage of idea generation. The distinction of a 
creative individual is his/her ability to manage unfamiliar things, such as resources, 
making them become an advantage, instead of avoiding unfamiliar things. Gordon and 
his colleagues (1961) state making the familiar strange. It is a defamiliarisation process 
to have new resources, which we can use to think with and to go about changing our 
behaviour (Gordon; 1961). We are also reminded of Koestler’s bisociation (1964), a term 
to illustrate the combinatorial nature of creativity to join unrelated, often conflicting, 
information in a new way (Koestler; 1964). Fauconnier and Turner’s (2008) conceptual 
blending analyses how people combine perceptual, experiential and conceptual aspects of 
different concepts subconsciously to generate new insights (Fauconnier and Turner, 
2008). The recent study of Nagai and Junaidy (2013) argues that the ability to capture and 
utilise stimuli during extreme levels of cognitive fixedness that produce conflicts of 
stimuli may lead to unconventional ways of thinking. 

In the case of people with a traditional viewpoint, for example a craftsman, our study 
proves that weak conceptual stimulus exists as a challenge of unfamiliarity. This 
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challenge is an unconventional resource which provides an opportunity to be exploited 
through targeted design education. Local government and design educators who create 
and deliver a design training need to be aware of these regional differences (cultural 
uniqueness) that exist as cognitive resources. The design educator must enable the 
craftsperson to identify and utilise these potential cognitive resources. This research 
aimed to establish the potential hidden in the barriers that can be used to improve the 
ability to enhance creative ideas and solutions. Therefore, through understanding the 
cultural uniqueness of these mindsets and stimuli we can provide resources for the 
development of design training (nationwide governmental HRD program in developing 
countries) that focus on the enhancement of traditional craftsmen’s cognitive resources to 
produce more desirable products. 
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